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ネットワークの相互接続構造が大域的な信頼性に与える影響の比較評価
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あらまし インターネットは、我々の生活において社会基盤として重要な役割を果たしており、その信頼性は重要視さ
れている。これまでにもネットワークの高信頼化のための研究が行われているが、その多くはネットワーク事業者等
が管理する単一のネットワークのみを対象としたものであった。しかし、インターネットは複数の小さなネットワー
クが相互に接続することで構築されているため、単一ネットワークの信頼性だけではなく、2 つ以上のネットワーク
から構成される相互接続ネットワークの信頼性を高めることが重要である。本稿では、ネットワーク間の接続構造に
着目し、様々な接続構造に対する相互接続ネットワークの故障耐性を評価する。ネットワーク間を接続するリンク数
を一定として評価を行った結果、トポロジーの上位階層に属するノードを密に接続しつつ、かつ、様々な階層に属す
るノード間を疎に接続するマルチスケール構造を形成するとき、高い信頼性が得られることがわかった。
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Reliability of Connecting Structures for Inter-connected Networks
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Abstract The Internet plays an important role in our life as social infrastructure, and the importance of reliability is widely
recognized in the Internet. There are many studies on network design with high reliability but most of them intend for constructing a single network that a network operator governs. However, the Internet consists of many of small networks which
are mutually connected. Therefore, it is important to enhance reliability of inter-connected network consisted from two or
more networks rather than focusing only on the reliability inside the single network. In this paper, we show how we should
connect two networks for achieving high reliability of inter-connected network. We evaluate the reliability with various kinds
of connecting structures. Evaluation results show that high reliability is achieved by a multiscale structure where links for
inter-connection are prepared for connecting nodes belonging to different hierarchical level in the network.
Key words Power-law Networks, BA Model, Reliability, Connecting Structure, Multiscale Structure

1. Introduction

ity of links so that the network works under the envisioned failures.
However, when more significant failures than initially envisioned,

The number of users connected to the Internet is increasing

the network becomes out of control, that is, it may work or may not

through mobile terminals and various services such as social net-

work. The network operator faces on the difficulty in deciding the

working service are deployed. The Internet plays an important role

scale of failures of undertakings.

in our life as social infrastructure, and therefore reliability is one of
the important characteristics for the Internet.

In previous studies, a single node failure and/or single link failure
were supposed as the failure of equipment [2, 3]. The fundamental

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) construct their own networks to

approach of these studies is to enumerate all of failure patterns and

accommodate the traffic of customers with a minimum of equipment

then prepares physical links or determines the capacity of links to

costs while keeping the reliability against failures of equipment [1].

accommodate traffic demand for all of failure patterns. However, it

A key functionality to keep the reliability is the restoration, i.e.,

is easily imagined that such the approach encounters the difficulty

re-route packets when failures occur. Network operator of ISP envi-

in designing networks when the size of simultaneous failures envi-

sions kind of failures and then designs physical topology and capac-

sioned increases. The reliability against multiple node/link failures
—1—

is investigated in [4, 5]. They focus on the statistical characteristics
of topology and investigate the relation between the characteristics
and the reliability under the multiple failures. Results show that the
power-law network where the probability of existence of nodes having k links is proportional to k

−γ

work.

2. Related Work
Dodds et. al. showed a network construction algorithm that con-

(γ is constant) lose its connectiv-

structs five classes of networks and compared their robustness [4].

ity easily when nodes with high degree are failed, but the power-law

The algorithm starts from a hierarchical tree topology with b-branch

network is reliable against random node failures.

and level L. Then, the algorithm adds m links chosen stochastically

Above studies intend for enhancing reliability of an ISP network

with a probability. The probability that there exists a link between

that the network operator governs. However, the reliability of the

two nodes, say i and j, is denoted as P (i, j) and is determined by

Internet is achieved not only by the enhancing reliability of ISP net-

the depth Dij of their nearest common ancestor aij . The proba-

works but also by enhancing reliability of inter-connected network,

bility is also determined by node’s own depths di and dj (Fig. 1).

where two or more ISP networks are mutually connected, since the

Formally the probability P (i, j) is defined as,

Internet consists of many of ISPs which are mutually connected. In
this paper, we investigate the reliability of inter-connected network

P (i, j) ∝ e−Dij /λ e−xij /ζ ,

(1)

that consists from two networks and their connecting links. Here-

where λ and ζ are tunable parameters. xij represents hop-count

after, we will call the inter-connected network as global network,

distance between two nodes i and j and is set to (d2i + d2j − 2)1/2 .

and call its consisting networks as local networks. Our concern is

By changing the values of λ and ζ, this algorithm generates topolo-

how we should connect a limited number of inter-connected links

gies with various topological structures. The authors categorized

between local networks to make the global network to be reliable

generated topologies into the following five classes.

against multiple failures. Note that we evaluate connecting structure between local networks rather than the topological structure of
local network itself, since the reliability of local network has been
investigated in the above studies.
Recently, the reliability of electronic network that consists from
power-grid network and its control network is discussed [6–8].
Since the control network requires the power from the power-grid

•

Random (R) by setting (λ, ζ) → (∞, ∞): links are added

randomly.
•

Random interdivisional (RID) by setting (λ, ζ) → (0, ∞):

more links are added for smaller value of Dij , but do not take care
of xij . That is, the link between nodes that have large hop-count
distance.
•

Local Team (LT) by setting (λ, ζ) → (∞, 0): links tend to

network, the authors investigate that how to inter-connect two net-

be added between nodes that have short hop-count distance, regard-

works such that reliability against cascade failures is maximized.

less of their layer in hierarchy.

The cascade failure is successive failures caused by a cascade of

•

Core-periphery (CP) by setting (λ, ζ) → (0, 0): links tend

power-outage which is triggered by an initial failure point. They

to be added between nodes located at higher-level in hierarchy, and

pointed out that the global network is reliable against cascade fail-

between nodes that have short hop-count distance. The resulting

ures when two local networks are connected with links through

topology exhibits densely connected “core” and sparsely connected

“similar” nodes. That is, inter-connected links should be prepared

“edge” network.

between nodes with similar degree or similar clustering coefficient.

•

Multiscale (MS) with intermediate values of λ (0 < λ <1)

Unlike the electronic network where nodes of control network must

and ζ (0 < ζ <1). The resulting topology has connectivity domi-

be connected with the power-grid network, communication network

nated by the range from a small xij to a large xij . The resulting

does not require full connectivity between two networks. Rather, it

topology has a property that the link density decreases as the hier-

is important for communication networks to reduce the number of

archical level decreases.

inter-connected links to keep the reliability to some extent. Note

The authors evaluated two kinds of robustness. One is conges-

again that our concern of this paper is how we should connect a

tion robustness and the other is connectivity robustness. Congestion

limited number of inter-connected links between local networks,

robustness is measured by the maximum congestion that imposes a

which is particular to communication networks. For this purpose,

load of packet processing at node. Connectivity robustness repre-

we focus on relationships between topological structure of inter-

sents the size of the largest connected component remaining after

connected network formed by two local networks [4], and evaluate

failures. Their evaluation reveals that the multiscale structure im-

various connecting structures from a reliability perspective.

proves both the congestion robustness and connectivity robustness.

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce related work
of this paper in Section 2.. Section 3. shows the topology model
that we use for the evaluations. In Section 4., we evaluate reliability

3. Connecting structure for inter-connected network

with various classes of connecting structure against node failures.

In this section, we present a model of connecting structure be-

Finally, Section 5. concludes this paper and mentions the future

tween two local networks inspired by the network construction al—2—

Table 1 values of (λ, ζ)
notation of connecting structure

(λ, ζ)

Random (R)

(∞, ∞)

Local Team (LT)

(∞, 0.05)

Random Interdivisional (RID)

(0.05, ∞)

Core-periphery (CP) (0.05, 0.05)
Multiscale (MS)

(0.5, 0.5)

j. dl represents horizontal distance in the hierarchical local network. In this paper, we introduce a concept of horizontal distance
to consider a non-tree-based topology as the local network. Ref. [4]
consider the tree-based topologies for network construction and the
non-tree-based topology is not treated. Illustrative example of di ,
dj , and dl , is shown in Fig. 2. Then, the distance xij is re-defined
as (d2i + d2j + d2l )1/2 .
After calculating connection probability, we connect two nodes
Figure 1 Illustrative example of the network construction algorithm
(Dij = 2, di = 2, and dj = 1)

belonged to different local networks. We select connected nodes
pair i and j according to P (i, j). We then connect between node
i in local network A and node j in local network B. We repeat

gorithm explained in the previous section. There are two local net-

adding links between two local networks until the number of inter-

works: local network A and local network B. The global network

connected links reaches m.

(inter-connected network) is formed by connecting links between A

By changing parameters λ and ζ, we generate some classes of

and B. Depending on a strategy where to connect, various connect-

inter-connected topology. We use the same definition of classes

ing structure can be arranged.

in the way of Ref. [4] (shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3). How-

For developing the model, we assume that two local networks are

ever, Multiscale structure is defined as the middle parameters of

identical. Note that such the assumption does not reflect the actual

other four structures, so we cannot set the unique value for Multi-

network. However, we use the assumption in this paper since our

scale structure. Therefore, we evaluate some parameters other than

main concern is to reveal fundamental reliability of inter-connected

(λ, ζ) = (0.5, 0.5). We set the number of inter-connected links to

network and investigate differences of the reliability on various con-

50, 100, and 200.

necting structures. Actually, the reliability may be different dependent on things of each local network. We will consider networks
having different topology as a future work. We also assume that the
local network has a hierarchy structure and has a level of hierarchy.

4. Reliability Evaluation of Inter-connected Network
4. 1 Local Network

Let us consider that the probability P (i, j) which represent the

We prepare a local network based on BA model [9]. BA model

probability of link existence between node i from local network A

is a well-known generation model for topology whose degree dis-

and node j from local network B. Then, we calculate connection

tribution follows a power-law. The BA model incrementally adds

probability P (i, j) of all nodes pairs (i, j), which is defined as,

a new node, and the new node connects with existing nodes by a

P (i, j) ∝ e−Dij /λ e−xij /ζ .

(1)

Note that this equation is the same to the equation in [4]. However,
we change the definition of each notation to apply our problem that
connects two local networks. First, we redefine the distance xij by
using three values di , dj , and dl . Hereafter, we use a node j 0 of

preferential manner, i.e., new nodes tends to connect higher degree
node. The detailed of algorithm to generate the BA topology is as
follows:
（ 1 ） Prepare a complete graph with m0 nodes
（ 2 ） Repeat following processes until the number of nodes

equal to n

local network A instead of a node j of local network B. Node j 0 of

（ a ） set a new node

local network A corresponds to the node j of local network B. Note

（ b ） select m nodes with the probability ki /

∑
j

kj (ki is the

again that we assume that local networks A and B are identical to

degree of node i) and connect between selected nodes and a new

reveal the reliability of global network. In our model, di is defined

node.

as the number of upstream hops in the shortest path from source

In this paper, we consider four patterns of local network by chang-

node i to a common ancestor aij 0 . Similarly, we define dj as the

ing values of (n, m) to (500, 2), (500, 3), (1000, 2), (1000, 3). m0

number of downstream hops from a common ancestor

a0ij 0

to node

is set to 3 for all patterns. Hierarchical level of BA topology is de-
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Figure 2 Definition of xij and Dij used for connecting two local networks

∑N ∑N
i∈B

H=

j =i,j∈B
|

|B|(|B| − 1)

dij

,

(2)

where dij is the shortest hop length from node i to node j calculated
by Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.
(a) Random

•

Connectivity C

C denotes the ratio of the number of nodes in B to a set of all survived nodes, which is defined as
C=
(b) Local Team

|B|
,
N − |r|

(3)

where r is a set of failed nodes. |B| and |r| means the number of
elements in each set.
4. 3 Reliability against node Failures
In this section, we consider the scenario that a node failure occurs
at random one by one. As we discussed in Section 2., Multiscale

(c) Random Interdivisional

structure is intermediate of other four structures (Random, Local
Team, Random Interdivisional, Core-periphery). Since the parameters λ and ζ takes various values, we first investigate parameter
settings that exhibit highest reliability against multiple node failures. In [4], setting λ to 0.5 and ζ to 0.5 exhibits best parameter

(d) Core-periphery

setting for improving robustness for constructing a local network.
A question of this paper is whether setting λ to 0.5 and ζ to 0.5 is
best or not.
In Ref. [4], congestion robustness is improved when the Multiscale structure close to the Core-periphery structure. We therefore

(e) Multiscale

Figure 3 Five classes of connecting structure obtained by changing parameters, λ or ζ.

investigate the parameter set which is close to Core-periphery structure. More specifically, we evaluate reliability by changing λ and ζ
from 0.1 to 0.5 by 0.1 respectively. We calculate average of C and
H for 100 patterns of local networks having 500 nodes with average

fined by the hop count from the node with largest degree in the local
network.
4. 2 Performance Metrics
We evaluate the average hop length and the connectivity when
multiple failures occur. Hereafter, N denotes the number of nodes
and B denotes the largest connected component after the failures
occur.
•

Average hop length H

H denotes the average hop length for all pairs of nodes, which is
defined as

degree 2. The number of inter-connected links is set to 200.
As a result, we obtained the highest reliability when (λ, ζ) is set
to (0.3, 0.1). So, we select MS (0.3,0.1), which we set λ to 0.3 and
ζ to 0.1, as well as MS (0.5, 0.5) for our evaluations.
4. 3. 1 Evaluation on Connecting Structure
We evaluate reliability of networks with MS (0.3, 0.1) in addition to five classes of connecting structures shown in Table 1. We
show the average hop length in Fig. 4 with 500 nodes and average
degree 2 for local networks. In this figure, X-axis shows the ratio
of node failures and Y-axis shows average hop length normalized
by the result of Random structure. We observe that the structures
—4—
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Figure 4 Average hop length for multiple failures: 500 nodes, average de-
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Figure 6 Worst case of connectivity C for multiple node failures: 500

gree 2 for local networks; 50 inter-connected links.
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Figure 5 Connectivity for multiple failures: 500 nodes, average degree 2
for local networks; 50 inter-connected links.

Figure 7 Worst case of connectivity C for multiple node failures: 1000
nodes, average degree 2 for local network; 200 inter-connected

with dense links in upper layers, such as Core-periphery structure

links

or Local Team structure, could make the average hop length to be
low. However, when we change the number of nodes or links in local networks, average hop length H of Core-periphery structure and
Local Team structure get worse, and sometimes close to that of Random structure. MS (0.3, 0.1) can keep the average hop length low
regardless of the number of nodes or links used for local networks.
Next, we show the connectivity C in Fig. 5. In this figure, Xaxis shows the ratio of node failures and Y-axis shows connectivity
C normalized by the result of Random structure. We can see that
MS (0.3, 0.1) or MS (0.5, 0.5) show higher connectivity than that of
other structures.
We also show worst case of connectivity C and average hop
length H in Fig. 6 and 7. The definition of X-axis and Y-axis
is the same to the definition of Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 6, we
cannot observe any remarkable differences among results of each
connecting structure. This is because we use BA topology as local
networks. BA topology has degree distribution obeying a powerlaw and the topology already has a robustness against random node
failures. However, Fig. 7 shows that MS (0.3,0.1) can take higher
connectivity C than other structures against failure rate. These results show that MS (0.3,0.1) showed low average hop length and

high connectivity when multiple node failures occur.
4. 4 Reliability for Disaster Failures
In previous section, we evaluated reliability against multiple node
failures where a single node failure successively and randomly occurs one by one. This section evaluates reliability of inter-connected
network against disaster failure. As opposed to random node failures examined at previous section, we consider multiple node failures where a selected node and its neighbor nodes fail simultaneously. For evaluating the reliability against disaster failure, we consider failures of largest degree node and its neighbor nodes. This
is the worst case scenario for the disaster failure since the scale of
disaster is largest. Of course it is possible to occur multiple disaster
at the same time, but the possibility is extremely low, so we do not
evaluate multiple disaster scenario.
We examined various local networks by changing the parameter
for generating BA topology. Figure 8 is the results when we use
500-node with average degree 2 as the local network. In this figure, X-axis represents classes of connecting structure, and Y-axis
represents the average hop length H. Worst and average of H over
100 patterns of local network is presented for each class of connect-
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networks, and evaluate the connectivity and average hop length after multiple node failures. The results showed that high reliability is
Hop Length

achieved by MS (0.3, 0.1), which is the Multiscale structure with λ
0.3 and ζ 0.1. The other structures sometimes take high reliability,
but MS (0.3, 0.1) always takes high reliability.
In the future work, we will investigate the reliability of interconnected network between two ISP topologies other than BA
topologies, and extend the definition of the probability P (i, j) to
be applied to connect two local network whose topologies are difConnecting Structure

Figure 8 The average hop length for disaster failure: 500 nodes, average
degree 2; 50 inter-connected links). ■ shows the average and ◆
shows the worst values

ferent from each other.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
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